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Butler Trays To Beautiful Ceramics: Your House Will Look
Like A Cafe With Pinklay’s Decor
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Great For

 HOME & KITCHEN 

What Makes It Awesome

Stitched, sewn and created from scratch by hundreds of
artisans, Pinklay believes in fair trade practises and a life full of
colour. So, if you need to perk up your house, their rugs,
cushions, bed covers, Ottomans, dinnerwear and more are
literally all you need. The fairy lights for the �nishing touch are
on you. Based out of Mumbai, these folks have an online store
as well. The brand celebrates the colour pink and it's
versatility.   
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We like that each of the 400(odd) products celebrate prints
but without being over-the-top kitschy. Their poppy cushions,
for instance, are just what we want to hold on to on a rainy
day – they’re cuddly, poppy and so adorable. Don’t like
burrowing in cushions? You’ll still like to sleep cosy in
their dohars. Some of them are reminiscent of the typical
Jaipuri razais while others are white and �oral, so both pastel-
loving and drama-loving peeps are covered. Calm as a melody
and upbeat as the sunshine, we’re spoiled for choice at Pinklay
(we hear it’s a combination of the words pink and clay). While
looking at their table mats and napkins, we’re constantly
distracted by the trippy totes and when we think we’ve seen
enough, we can’t help but stop by Pinklay's plush toys. You'll
also �nd a lot of woodwork here like their Wooden Hanging
Planters, Candle Stands, Sculpture sets and more. Tray
platters, large bowls, storage jars - we absolutely love their
ceramics collections and are pretty sure you would too. We
belive that rugs can spruce up an entire space and if you're
like us then you must check out their printed rugs that come
in beautiful designs, taking inspiration from across the states.
Apart from brilliant home decor, you can also shop for
apparels for women and kids. We’d give you a peek into our
shopping bag but we’d like you to make independent choices.
So, go forth and conquer. 

Price: INR 799 onwards (approximately)

Pro-Tip

Browsing through their expansive sale section is a must
because even if you aren’t looking at a big investment, you
might �nd tealights, lanterns, coasters and other tidbits for a
steal. You can place your orders online through their website.
And yes, they ship across India.  
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